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Rising Star: Public Cloud Transformation

RISING STAR: MINDTREE
Overview
Co-headquartered in Warren, N.J., and Bengaluru, India, Mindtree has positioned itself as a cloud transformation
and advisory services specialist. Mindtree places a high emphasis on innovation relevant to its cloud factory
design, evaluation and operations delivery. Mindtree has more than 19,000 FTEs globally, and most of its
revenues come from providing IT services for large enterprise IT service providers. The company has more than
1,500 certified cloud experts to support 12 specific industry domains.

Caution
Mindtree has strong ties with Microsoft. Relevant to their ongoing strategic alliances, Mindtree is working to achieve AWS Premier Partner certification.

Strengths
Holistic approach to migration: Mindtree’s cloud migration approach is more cloud agnostic. Apart from a
traditional lift-and-shift model, Mindtree has been re-architecting and/or re-factoring workloads, and delivering
services in containers to several of its clients that are looking for long-term benefits.
Excellent Azure and AWS competencies: Mindtree has extensive experience in migrating workloads to the
Azure environment. Mindtree has been recognized as a Microsoft Azure Innovation Partner. Mindtree is part of
the AWS Channel Reseller Program, AWS Public Sector Partner Program, AWS Managed Service Program, and
AWS Advanced Partner Program with competencies in Big data and DevOps. The company has additional depth
in DevOps CI/CD automation for larger enterprise rollouts and big data applications.
Expertise in SAP cloud advisory: Mindtree has deep experience in SAP transformation projects with numerous
hyperscale providers through its acquisition of Bluefin. Mindtree is one of Azure’s internal SAP partners. It
delivers SAP services to enterprises and supports hyperscalers with its SAP platforms and requirements.
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Mindtree markets itself as a cloud-first company and is
emphasizing its innovation approach to clients looking
for industry-specific cloud migration and advisory
services, especially for big data, SAP and analytics on
public cloud. Mindtree also has significant experience
in developing, managing and supporting the underlying
infrastructure for multiple public cloud providers.

